Fitting Guide for Defender Puma TD5 (RHD)
Remove the wire which goes to the pressure switch, located on top of the master pump. Remove the oil
pipe from the master pump Remove inspection lid Remove the clutch master pump. (Clean the area,
wipe and wash the area if there is any brake fluid spilt as its bad for the paint)
Puma only
Remove the water expansion tank top small pipe
from the bottle (Not the bottom pipe of the
expansion tank) then tilt the bottle and pour the
coolant into a small bowl and collect it in a bottle.
be careful and don’t get it on you, if so please
wash immediately .
ones you emptied the tank remove the bottom
pipe.
Take the small expansion tank bracket and fit it on
the passenger side inner wing see photo. you
need to remove the bottom bolt of the wing
bracket and fit the expansion tank bracket with it.
Make sure you can close the bonnet, so before
drilling the hole, place it well, then only drill the
hole for the bolt and nut. Now fit the bottom pipe
to the expansion tank which is now located in it
new location, there are some clips holding the
pipe remove them, then measure the pipe as you
will fit it. Don't cut it to short. its not easy to
remove the pipe from the water pump side. fit it to
the tank tighten it with a jubilee clip.
remove the top housing of the radiator, then
remove the top pipe and fit it like the photo on the
left.
The side which was fitted to the radiator is now
fitted to the expansion tank side. then measure it
can cut it to fit the radiator.
Then fill it up with coolent and then bleed it well so
there is no air.
Bleeding screw is located on the rubber hose just
above the expansion tank, see photo

Unscrew the bolt from the clutch pedal unit as far
as you can do not remove it. (You can feel the
back of the bolt by putting your finger from the
inside of the vehicle (back of the clutch pedal) see
photos below. The pedal must be able to travel
the maximum)
Also if there is a spring on the pedal like the photo
you must remove it, as its a directional spring.
These Springs are mainly in 300tdi and Puma’s.
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Fixing main Bracket
The Directional rod with its rubber boot and metal plate goes from the pedal side, There is one bolt on it
which goes to the bottom hole fix it with the bracket, fix them to the clutch pedal box where the master
pump went. Very important that the correct side of the diverter is fitted. Insert the clevis pin through and
also lock the clevis pin with the split pin Align all parts and send the main bracket bolt through the
bracket (send it from the passenger side) then screw the 1st nut leaving a gap of 1mm from the
bracket, then screw the 2nd nut up to the other nut Then hold the 1st nut with a spanner then tighten
the 2nd nut with another spanner and lock it Then move the diverter to see if it moves freely without
any resistance Send the diverter rod though the pedal hole then screw the nut and then tighten it (See
the last Photo)

Fit the oil bracket to the main bracket first Photo

Fixing the Servo and Pump
Look at the first photo, you need to screw the Uconnector
end to the back of the servo.Then you need to place the
servo to the main bracket but do not bolt it yet. Make sure it’s
in its correct place, then when you look at the Uconnector of
the servo the 2 holes (the Uconnector hole and the diverter
hole) must align (like the 3rd photo) You should be able to
move the clevis pin in and out easily. When all is inline fix and
tighten the 4 bolts of the servo back bracket to main bracket
and tighten the bolt at the back of the servo next to the
Uconnector, tighten towards the Uconnector. Now when you
press the clutch the front rod of the servo must come out.
Remove the rod which comes from the back of the master
pump by removing the circular clip then refix the circular clip
back to the master pump, also remove the rubber boot. Now
setting the front rod of the servo. You must make sure that
the front rod of the servo is not pushing the clutch master
pump when its not being pressed, so you must leave a gap of
1mm maximum otherwise you will have too much play on the
clutch pedal.The distance between the two ends ideally will
be less than 1mm. By placing the master pump on the servo
you can see if it’s having excess play/space or gap.Then fit
the master pump to the servo and tighten the 2 nuts.

Fitting the Union to the existing pipe like the photo above.
Bend the pipe and align it to the Adaptor and place one washer on the top and one at the bottom and
send the banjo bolt through and tighten it.

Fitting the upper oil pipe
Place 2 washers either side of the oil pipe end. And send the banjo bolt through the
washers and pipe end and screw it to the master pump, but not fully tighten. Then the
other side you fix it with the pressure sensor
(which you took out earlier) with 2 washers on top and one below of the oil pipe, then send
the pressure switch through and fix it to the oil pipe adaptor. But do not tighten both sides

until you align the oil pipe Then tighten it. This Photo is from a TD5, apart from the expansion tank
every thing is the same as a puma.

Piping diagram
There are a few methods depending on the status of
your vehicle. But you must follow the
principles of the diagram. See method below, which
is the one we use:
1. You cut the vacuum pipe 8cm from the brake
servo non return valve. Then connect/insert the
short (12cm) pipe which come from the T connector.
Then connect the 40cm pipe which comes
from the T connector to the Tank (not to the non
return valve). Then connect the other pipe to
the Redbooster servo. Connect the other end of the
cut pipe which comes from the vacuum pump to the
pipe which comes from the vacuum tank non return
valve.

Bleeding the clutch on a Puma.
After fitting all the pipes fill the master pump with DOT 4 brake oil. Make sure it doesn't run out.
Very Important on a Puma is that you must not pump the pedal more than 5 time.
So for example one pumps 5 times (from the top to the bottom of the pedal, not halfs) then holds the
pedal down. then the other releases the air from the slave cylinder and then locks it. like this you repeat
this till there is no air on the line. The clutch biting point should be halfway on the pedal.

